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A new technique for parallel recording of reflection photoplethysmography (PPG) signals in a broad
spectral band (violet to near-infrared) has been developed, and its potential for assessment of blood
microcirculation at various depths from the skin surface is discussed. PPG signals have been simulta-
neously detected at cw laser wavelength sets comprising 405, 532, 645, 807, and 1064 nm. Various signal
baseline responses to breath holding and different shapes of the PPG pulses originated from the same
heartbeat but recorded at different wavelengths have been observed, indicating a depth variety of the
skin blood pulsation dynamics. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Reflection photoplethysmography (PPG) is a noninva-
sive method for studies of the skin blood volume pul-
sations by detection and analysis of backscattered
optical radiation. Skin blood pumping and transport
dynamics can be monitored this way at different body
locations with relatively simple and convenient PPG
contact probes.1

Reflection PPG technique mainly uses narrow-
band cw emitters, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or
lasers, thus reflecting blood pulsations within a
fixed penetration volume–depth that is dependent
on the emitter wavelength2,3 (Fig. 1). Pulse oxime-
try4 is probably the most widespread PPG modality
where two or more wavelength bands are analyzed
simultaneously to compare the corresponding PPG
pulse amplitudes for subsequent estimation of the
blood oxygenation degree. However, this technique
does not analyze the PPG signal shapes that com-
prise clinically important information on vascular
features, including skin microcirculation. Different

shapes of PPG signals have been observed previ-
ously in conditions when the same skin area was
subsequently exposed to radiation of different wave-
length bands; the shape variations were generally
explained as a result of wavelength-dependent ra-
diation penetration depth under the skin surface.5
Other optical multiwavelength systems have been
also described in the literature, e.g., laser Doppler
and PPG measurements at several wavelengths for
analysis of blood flow at different vascular levels.6

More advanced technology—parallel multiwave-
length detection of reflection PPG signals related to the
same heartbeats with subsequent shape analysis—
may lead to a better understanding of the blood pul-
sations in selected underskin layers. To the best of our
knowledge, no data on shape parameters of the PPG
signals related to the same heartbeats at multiple
wavelengths have been available so far.

This work is aimed at developing and testing a new
experimental technique for simultaneous detection of
PPG biosignals at any selected wavelength of the
400–1100 nm spectral range with 2 nm spectral res-
olution and 50 ms temporal resolution. An essential
feature of the multiwavelength approach is the use of
a multichannel array of spectrometer instead of a tra-
ditional single-channel detector, e.g., photodiode. This
adds spectral resolution to the well-established single-
wavelength PPG method. The proposed approach may
be regarded as a modality of the recently developed
multichannel PPG methodology1; parallel multisite re-
cordings at a fixed emitter wavelength are performed
in the latter case, while single-site parallel multiwave-
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length PPG recordings are discussed here. The equip-
ment details and biosignal processing principles are
presented in this paper, as well as our first results of
simultaneous multispectral reflection PPG measure-
ments at five selected laser wavelengths.

2. Method and Equipment

The setup scheme of our equipment for multiwave-
length PPG measurements is presented in Fig. 2. A
dual-fiber contact probe irradiated the inner part of the
middle fingertip of the examined person and collected
the backscattered radiation with its further transport
to the multichannel spectrometer. The measurements
were taken at a 3 mm distance between centers of the
fiber light guides, according to the recommendations
given by other authors.2,7 The input fiber (600 �m
silica core) was lens coupled to the output of a 3-to-1
fiber assembly, providing that three laser beams si-
multaneously irradiated the same spot on the skin.
The round-to-line detection fiber bundle (seven 200
�m silica core fibers) transmitted the skin backscat-
tered radiation to 2048-channel array spectrometer
AvaSpec 2048-2 (Avantes BV, The Netherlands),
which covered the spectral range of 200–1100 nm
with a resolution of �2 nm. All fiber-optic compo-
nents were designed and manufactured by Z-Light,
Ltd. (Latvia). The contact probe was attached to the
skin surface by means of double-sided adhesive
tape; pressure to the skin could be varied by loading

the probe with calibrated weights (20, 70, 130, 230,
or 430 g).

Due to limited sensitivity of each pixel of the de-
tector array, less than 10 counts�nW per 1 ms in-
tegration time in the working range of numerous
wavelengths (estimated according to the manufactur-
er’s data), the multichannel spectrometer is suitable
for parallel PPG signal detection only if the spectral
density of the irradiation source were to exceed a cer-
tain threshold value. Broadband sources that meet
this condition may appear unusable for another rea-
son: high integral emission power causes unwanted
skin heating or even burning. Various halogen lamps,
LEDs, and lasers have been tested experimentally
from this point, and milliwatt power range cw lasers
have been selected as the most appropriate sources,
assuring the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with-
out notable heating of skin.

Two parallel three-wavelength laser radiation sets
were chosen for the measurements, corresponding to
the spectral ranges of two spectrometer inputs: (i) vis-
ible lines 405, 532, and 645 nm, and (ii) red and near-
infrared (NIR) lines 645, 807, and 1064 nm. Two
commercial lasers supplied by BWTek, Inc. (BWB-
405-40-PIG-200-0.22-SMA emitting a 405 nm line
and BWT-532-15-SMA emitting two lines, 532 and
1064 nm) were used, as well as two laboratory as-
sembled diode lasers (645 and 807 nm). All the lasers
were equipped with lensed SMA standard connectors
for efficient coupling to the fiber cables; stabilized
power supplies and thermostabilization assured better
than 5% output power stability of all the lasers. Irra-
diation power at the probe output varied from 3 mW
at 1064 nm to 16 mW at 405 nm, which corresponds
to power densities on the skin in the range of
6–32 mW�mm2.

The multiwavelength PPG signals were detected
from fingertips of ten volunteers in relaxed sitting
position; each measurement session with fixed laser
wavelengths lasted for approximately 2 min. Some
volunteers were asked to hold their breath for 30 s
with subsequent deep inhalation during the mea-
surement session. These measurements were taken
in order to simultaneously track the physiological
responses of the PPG signals and their baselines at
several wavelengths (i.e., penetration depths). Stud-
ies of the probe-skin pressure effects were composed
of three subsequent �1 min measurement sessions
at each of the five fixed loads with both three-
wavelength sets, so the whole trial for a single vol-
unteer took approximately 35–40 min.

Special VISUAL BASIC software was developed in addi-
tion to the original spectrometer software in order to
speed up the sequential readings of the whole spectra
and to increase the temporal resolution; the achieved
sampling rate of �20 s�1 proved to be sufficient for
PPG signal shape assessment. The additional soft-
ware also included data processing algorithms for
saving the time-resolved measurement data in the
form of a 3D data matrix (intensity-wavelength-
time), with subsequent intensity-time sections at the

Fig. 1. Wavelength dependence of the radiation mean penetra-
tion depth under the skin surface [calculated data (Ref. 3)].

Fig. 2. Setup scheme for multiwavelength reflection PPG.
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fixed wavelengths. After further processing, these sec-
tions were converted into amplitude-normalized “mono-
chromatic” PPG pulse sequences (Fig. 3).

The SNR (defined as relation of the amplitude of
detected cardiac pulses to the dark background noise)
was wavelength dependent, mainly owing to differ-
ences in detector array sensitivity and skin absorp-
tion efficiency at various wavelengths. In particular,
the estimated mean SNR values were �7 at 405 nm,
�40 at 532 nm, �3 at 645 nm, �4 at 807 nm, and �9
at 1064 nm. The noisiest signals were detected at
645 nm, where blood hemoglobin absorbs less effi-
ciently if compared with the other applied wave-
lengths.2,3 One should note that the SNR values of
PPG signals may also be influenced by individual
anatomical and physiological features such as skin
thickness and vasomotions.

The estimated long-term uncertainties in the mea-
sured data owing to slight differences between the
sampling periods (depending on the number of counts
at the scanned detection channels during one sam-
pling cycle) and the signal processing and�or smooth-
ing software, were in the range of 10%–15%. The
long-term drifts, however, could not noticeably affect
the PPG signal shapes that were compared in the
short term, e.g., at different wavelengths during the
same heartbeat lasting for approximately 1 s.

Reproducibility of the obtained data has been
checked by qualitative comparison of several subse-
quent PPG signal sequences measured at the same
conditions. Most of the measured data showed accept-
able reproducibility; all nonreproducible data were
discarded.

3. Results and Discussion

Reflection PPG signal sequences at various laser
irradiation wavelengths before, during, and after
the breath holding exercise were simultaneously
detected in the visible and red-IR spectral ranges.
For illustration, the pair of three-wavelength set
recordings from the same fingertip is presented on
Fig. 4. All the PPG baselines are amplitude normal-
ized, assuming 100% at the baseline as maximum
with the extracted background; the normalized
curves are positioned one above another for more
convenient comparison.

If signals of the visible region are compared [Fig.
4(a)], one can observe nearly identical PPG baseline
changes at 405 and 532 nm. The PPG baseline re-
sponse at 645 nm (penetrating deeper due to con-
siderably weaker blood hemoglobin absorption2) is
slightly different; however, the same main maxima
and minima are there. Regarding the longer wave-
lengths [Fig. 4(b)], all of them belong to the so-called
therapeutic window where the scattering in tissue
prevails over absorption; the radiation penetrates un-
der the skin surface increasingly with wavelength of
the three given laser lines (Fig. 1). If those three PPG
signal sequences are compared, one can note a good
correlation between the baseline changes at 645 and
807 nm. A somewhat different baseline response to
the breath holding, a decrease within the 30–60 s
time interval, was detected at 1064 nm, the deepest
penetration wavelength in this group. This may in-
dicate different physiological mechanisms of blood–
oxygen supply at subepidermal and deeper dermal
blood vessels during the exercise.

Another interesting finding was the observed shape
differences of the PPG signals related to the same

Fig. 3. Principle of the measurement data processing: time-
resolved PPG signal extraction from the intensity-wavelength-
time data set (four spectral peaks represent the four selected
wavelengths for intensity-time analysis).

Fig. 4. PPG signal sequences detected simultaneously at three
laser wavelengths in the (a) visible and (b) red-NIR spectral ranges
during the breath-holding exercise.
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heartbeat and simultaneously detected at different
wavelengths, i.e., penetrations. For illustration, mag-
nified fragments of the PPG signal sequences recorded
from two volunteers in the visible spectral range are
presented in Fig. 5. If single-heartbeat pulse frames
are selected at certain time intervals and the ampli-
tudes of these signals are normalized [on the right,
Figs. 5(b) and 5(d)], the PPG signal shapes for both
persons appear to be wavelength dependent. In partic-
ular, the red (645 nm) backscattered pulses are more
structured, with a more pronounced secondary notch
than those of the green �532 nm� or violet �405 nm�
light.

Similarly, the same-heartbeat-PPG pulse shapes
differed also in the case of red-NIR wavelength com-
position (Fig. 6). The relative amplitude of the second-
ary notch in the PPG pulse, being well distinguished
at 645 nm, becomes less pronounced or disappears at
the longer wavelengths of 807 and 1064 nm that cor-
respond to deeper underskin penetration. This may
be explained by certain differences in microcircula-
tion dynamics at various depths from the skin sur-
face.

The single-heartbeat-PPG signal shapes changed in-
dividually with wavelength for each volunteer. How-
ever, some general effects were also observed, e.g., less
structured signal shapes at shallow �405 nm� and
deep �1064 nm� penetrations if compared to medium
penetrations �645 and 807 nm�.

Responses of multiwavelength PPG signals to a
gradual increase in contact pressure have been stud-
ied as well. Increased probe-skin contact pressure has
caused a decrease of the PPG signal baseline ampli-
tudes at all five exploited wavelengths for all volun-
teers. For illustration, a typical response for the
visible three-wavelength set is presented in Fig. 7
(the normalization and positioning of baselines have
been performed the same way as in Fig. 4). Such
response may be explained qualitatively: the PPG
baseline level is proportional to the total blood vol-
ume covered by the probe emission, and pressure to
the skin surface deforms the subcutaneous blood ves-
sels, decreasing their cross section and the respective
blood volume. Measurements also showed a sharp
decrease of amplitudes of the PPG pulsations de-
tected at shorter wavelengths of 405 and 532 nm
(that relate to shallow penetration) when the probe

Fig. 5. Comparison of multiwavelength PPG pulse shapes in the visible spectral range: (a), (b) volunteer 1; (c), (d) volunteer 2. Right:
enlarged normalized same-heartbeat pulses.
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load reached 430 g. This is probably indicative of
pressure-induced occlusions of superficial skin blood
vessels.

4. Conclusions

The newly developed multiwavelength PPG measure-
ment principle has been implemented and tested. Si-
multaneous use of several cw lasers with multifiber
coupling to skin and further to a standard multichan-
nel array spectrometer proved to be successful for this
kind of measurement. The first obtained results dem-
onstrated the feasibility of this methodology; it might
be further applied for studies and assessment of skin
blood microcirculation at various vascular depths. This
approach may have good future prospects in skin di-
agnostics, e.g., by comparing the multiwavelength
PPG data sets recorded from healthy and diseased
skin regions.

The measurement data presented here are qualita-
tive rather than quantitative, and well-planned clini-
cal trials are needed in order to establish exact
correlations between multispectral PPG data and skin
blood microcirculation features at various distances
from the skin surface. Better temporal resolution may
be achieved by use of spectrometers with an increased
sampling rate. To improve the SNR, stabilized high

Fig. 6. Comparison of multiwavelength PPG pulse shapes in the red-NIR spectral range: (a), (b) volunteer 1; (c), (d) volunteer 2. Right:
enlarged normalized same-heartbeat pulses.

Fig. 7. Typical changes in visible multiwavelength PPG signals
with increasing probe-skin pressure.
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intensity fiber-coupled broadband emitters (e.g., su-
perbright LEDs) would be useful for further studies.
More sophisticated skin contact probes providing si-
multaneous measurements at several interfiber sepa-
rations would be designed in the future. Adequate
physiological models and more advanced processing
algorithms are to be developed for fast and reliable
analysis of the measured multiwavelength PPG data.
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